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A c c u r a c y  o f  p a t i e n t ‑ s p e c i f i c 
instrumentation in anatomic and reverse 
total shoulder arthroplasty
Richard James Dallalana1,2, Ryan A. McMahon3, Ben East4, Liam Geraghty1

ABSTRACT
Purpose: Glenoid component malposition is associated with poor function and early failure of both 
anatomic and reverse total shoulder arthroplasty. Glenoid positioning is challenging particularly in 
the setting of bone loss or deformity. Recently, the use of computer assistance has been shown 
to reduce implantation error. The aim of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of patient‑specific 
instrumentation in cases of anatomic and reverse shoulder replacement in vivo.
Methods: Twenty patients underwent total shoulder arthroplasty using a computed 
tomography (CT)‑based patient‑specific instrumentation (PSI) system, ten anatomic and ten 
reverse. Preoperative three‑dimensional digital templating of glenoid component position was 
undertaken and surgery then performed using a custom‑made guide. Postoperative CT scans 
were used to compare final implanted component position to the preoperatively planned position 
in the same patient.
Results: Final component position and orientation closely reflected the preoperatively templated 
position. Mean deviation in the glenoid version from planned was 1.8° ±1.9° (range, 0.1°–7.3°). 
Mean deviation in inclination was 1.3° ±1.0° (range, 0.2°–4.5°). Mean deviation in position 
on the glenoid face was 0.5 ± 0.3 mm (range, 0.0–1.3 mm) in the anteroposterior plane and 
0.8 ± 0.5 mm (range, 0.0–1.9 mm) in the superoinferior plane. Actual achieved version was 
within 7° of neutral in all cases except for one where it was deliberately planned to be outside 
of this range.
Conclusion: PSI in both anatomic and reverse shoulder arthroplasty is highly accurate in guiding 
glenoid component implantation in vivo. The system can reliably correct bony deformity.

Key words: Custom guide, digital templating, glenoid malposition, patient‑specific, shoulder 
arthroplasty, three‑dimensional planning

INTRODUCTION

Both anatomic and reverse total shoulder replacement (TSR) are 
highly successful treatment options for degenerative conditions 
of the shoulder.[1‑3] Technically, the most challenging aspect 
of the procedure is the insertion of the glenoid component 
and issues relating to the glenoid are a common cause of poor 
function or early revision surgery.[4‑6] Secure primary fixation 
and optimal position and orientation of the glenoid component 
are fundamental to the success of total shoulder arthroplasty, 
yet inaccuracy in its implantation has long been tolerated due 
to inherent surgical difficulties.
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and wear, early loosening and revision, and instability.[7‑11] Poor 
glenosphere position in reverse shoulder replacement is linked 
to reduced range of motion from impingement, increased 
scapular notching, instability, and loosening leading to early 
revision or catastrophic failure of the component.[1,12‑15]

The process of positioning the glenoid component accurately is 
challenging due to the limited exposure available, the degree of 
bony deformity often present, and the lack of reliable landmarks 
to orientation. Examination of glenoid position achieved with 
standard instrumentation reveals significant error, even in the 
hands of experienced shoulder surgeons.[16‑19]

Various systems have been developed to assist glenoid 
implantation including the use of electromagnetic tracking 
devices [17] and computer navigation using reflective 
markers.[16,18,20] These devices have been shown to improve 
accuracy, however, are hampered by an increase in surgical 
time, issues related to pin placement, and lack of reliability. 
More recently the use of patient‑specific instrumentation (PSI) 
systems using custom‑made guides constructed from computed 
tomography (CT)‑based three‑dimensional (3D) preoperative 
computer templating has grown in popularity. Improvement 
in glenoid positioning using PSI compared to standard 
instrumentation has been shown in other studies.[21‑24]

Most work published on this technology is cadaver‑based. The 
purpose of this study is to quantify the accuracy of PSI in both 
anatomic and reverse shoulder replacement in the live surgical 
setting where more sources of error exist and where it is most 
relevant. We examine the concordance between the measured 
position of the actual glenoid component on postoperative CT 
scan and its position planned preoperatively using 3D computer 
templating.

Confidence in the on‑going use of PSI systems to guide glenoid 
implantation is increased with validation of their accuracy. 
The use of PSI theoretically stands to improve both function 
and survivorship outcomes through more accurate component 
placement.

METHODS

The study was approved by the Melbourne Health Human 
Research Ethics Committee and the Institutional Review Board 
at Western Health, Melbourne, Australia. Twenty sequential 
patients were drawn from our institution waiting list and 
from the private practice of the senior author. All underwent 
PSI‑assisted total shoulder arthroplasty surgery, ten anatomic 
and ten reverse, by the same surgeon (Richard James Dallalana) 
using the DJO Surgical Match Point System (DJO, Austin, 
TX, USA).

Preoperative CT scanning was carried out according to 
specific parameters: Sixteen‑slice multi‑detector CT 
scanner (SOMATOM Emotion, Siemens Medical Solutions 

USA, Inc.); supine position with arms at the side and scapula in 
a neutral position; no gantry tilt, 120 kV, automatically set mAs, 
1.25 mm slice thickness, 0.625 mm. Slice increment, 512 × 512 
matrix and 25 cm × 25 cm field of view encompassing the scapular 
and humeral head. Desired glenoid component position for each 
case was planned using SurgiCase Connect software (Materialise, 
Leuven, Belgium) [Figure 1a and b]. This system requires full 
determination of glenoid component positioning by the operating 
surgeon on screen. No interaction with engineers or other 
external input during this planning phase takes place.

Reference was made to the transverse scapular axis as 
previously described.[25‑27] For reverse cases neutral version 
and approximately 7° of inferior angulation with respect to a 
normal glenoid face were chosen, unless the nature of individual 
deformity required deliberate deviation from these parameters. 
For anatomic cases, neutral version and neutral inclination were 
selected unless bone stock dictated otherwise.

From the final planned position, a custom‑made guide 
is constructed and used intra‑operatively to direct the 
glenoid pilot drill start position and trajectory [Figure 2]. 
Postoperatively, all twenty study participants underwent 
repeat CT scanning with metal artifact subtraction from 
which the position and angle of the actual component could 
be measured and compared to the intended position and angle 
on the preoperative surgical plan.

Surgical technique
The DJO Surgical Reverse Shoulder Prosthesis (DJO, Austin, 
TX, USA) and DJO Surgical Turon Modular Shoulder 
System (DJO, Austin, TX, USA) were utilized.

All were performed through a standard deltopectoral approach. 
Biceps tenotomy is required to allow adequate clearance of 
soft tissue from the supraglenoid tubercle to the base of the 
coracoid. The custom guide has two small flanges which pass 
around the anterior and posterior aspects of the coracoid base 
requiring this area to be free of any soft tissue. The remaining 
part of the guide rests on the glenoid face [Figure 3]. Residual 
articular cartilage is removed if it impedes secure seating of 

Figure 1: (a) Planning screenshot showing the patient scapula and the 
anatomic glenoid component being positioned. (b) Planning screenshot 
showing reverse baseplate with locking screws and lengths seated on 
reamed bone

ba
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Two reverse cases required primary glenoid bone grafting to 
allow correction of extreme retroversion of approximately 
45° [Figure 5].

Comparative measurement technique
Measurements were performed by an unaffiliated university 
research student (Ryan A. McMahon). Axial and coronal 
slices on the postoperative CT scans which best visualized 
the glenoid components were selected from the entire 
volume data. Version angle was measured with reference to 
the transverse scapular axis as defined by Friedman et al.[25] 
Digital markers on the CT images were used as reference 
points to enable localization of the identical axial plane on 
the preoperative digital planning images. On the digital plan, 
version was then measured in the same axial plane to record 
the intended version for that same patient [Figure 6a and b]. 
The component inclination was measured with reference 
to a line from the mid‑point of the glenoid component to 
the trigonum spinae in a coronal slice along the plane of the 
scapula body, and compared in the same way to the intended 

the device. Osteophytes are retained to ensure the guide rests 
on a completely conforming bony surface. Once the initial 
drill is passed the custom guide is removed and further steps 
performed according to the standard technique.

The depth of reaming is controlled manually by referencing 
the appearance of the reamed glenoid bone during this step 
with the appearance of the final “reamed” computer image 
with the prosthesis subtracted. Locking screws for the reverse 
are perpendicular to the baseplate, and thus, direction is 
predetermined. An estimation of screw length is shown on the 
preoperative plan however each length is individually confirmed 
by direct measurement. Manual adjustment is possible with 
respect to the final rotational position of the baseplate, limited 
by how quickly it tightens during insertion. The guide for the 
anatomic pegged glenoid has a dual cannulation to control 
precisely for component rotation [Figure 4].

The custom‑made guide alone was used to direct glenoid 
positioning in all cases without the use of standard instruments. 

Figure 2: Custom‑made guide seated on scapular model. Intended 
trajectory of initial guide drill shown in red

Figure 3: Intra‑operative view of guide for reverse shoulder prosthesis 
seated on glenoid face

Figure 4: Diagram of guide for the Turon (anatomic prosthesis) 
depicting dual cannulation for rotational control

Figure 5: Planning screenshot demonstrating severe glenoid 
retroversion and posterior defect requiring grafting
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angle of inclination on preoperative plan. Deviation between 
the planned and actual component angulation was recorded 
in degrees. Position on the glenoid face was compared by 
measuring the distance from the margins of the glenoid 
component or from the central peg outline to bony points 
on the glenoid in both the CT scans and preoperative digital 
plan, and recorded in mm [Figure 7a and b].

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 software (SPSS 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the mean of measured deviations in version 
and inclination. The values listed refer to the mean difference 
between the angle of glenoid orientation measured on the 
actual component and that which was planned preoperatively. 
Deviation from planned component version was 2.6° ± 2.2° 
(range, 0.2°–7.3°) in anatomic replacement, and 1.1° ± 1.1° 
(range, 0.1°–4.0°) in reverse cases. For all twenty cases, the mean 
deviation in component version was 1.8° ± 1.9° (range, 0.1°–7.3°). 
Deviation in inclination for anatomic replacement was 
1.0° ± 0.7° (range, 0.3°–2.7°) and 1.6° ± 1.1° (range, 0.2°–4.5°) 
for reverse. Mean deviation in inclination for all twenty cases 
was 1.3° ± 1.0° (range, 0.2°–4.5°).

Table 2 shows the mean deviation in position on the glenoid 
face between actual and planned. Mean deviation from 
planned component position for all twenty cases in the 
anteroposterior plane was 0.5 ± 0.3 mm (range, 0.0–1.3 mm), 
and 0.8 ± 0.5 mm (range, 0.0–1.9 mm) in the superoinferior 
plane.

Table 3 lists the planned and actual component version and 
inclination measurements for each patient, as well as the 
difference calculated between planned and actual. Final version 
achieved was within 7° of neutral for 19 of the 20 cases with 
the one exception being for a case planned preoperatively to 
be outside of this range.

The custom guide studied was unobtrusive and easily 
positioned once soft tissue was appropriately resected from 
the coracoid base. There were no specific complications 
related to its use.

DISCUSSION

For some time, a need has existed to improve the accuracy of 
glenoid component placement in total shoulder arthroplasty. 

Figure 6: (a) Version measurement on postoperative computed 
tomography scan. Bold white line represents actual glenoid 
component trajectory. Dashed line represents the transverse scapular 
axis (mid‑point of glenoid to medial border scapula). Angle subtended 
between the two lines being the measured version of the component. 
(b) Version measurement on preoperative planning image for the same 
patient as in Figure 6a. Bold white line represents intended glenoid 
component trajectory. Dashed white line represents the transverse 
scapular axis. Angle between the two lines being the version of the 
component with respect to the transverse scapular axis

Table 1: Mean deviation between planned and actual 
glenoid component version and inclination
Type Mean±SD (range)

Deviation from 
planned version (°)

Deviation from 
planned inclination (°)

Anatomic (n=10) 2.6±2.2 (0.2‑7.3) 1.0±0.7 (0.3‑2.7)
Reverse (n=10) 1.1±1.1 (0.1‑4.0) 1.6±1.1 (0.2‑4.5)
Total (n=20) 1.8±1.9 (0.1‑7.3) 1.3±1.0 (0.2‑4.5)
SD = Standard deviation

Table 2: Mean deviation between planned and actual 
glenoid component position
Type Mean±SD (range)

Deviation in 
antero‑posterior 
position (mm)

Deviation in 
supero‑inferior 
position (mm)

Anatomic (n=10) 0.5±0.4 (0.0‑1.3) 0.5±0.4 (0.0‑0.9)
Reverse (n=10) 0.6±0.3 (0.0‑1.0) 1.0±0.5 (0.4‑1.9)
Total (n=20) 0.5±0.3 (0.0‑1.3) 0.8±0.5 (0.0‑1.9)
SD = Standard deviation

b

Figure 7: (a) Measurement of actual component position in the 
supero‑inferior plane on postoperative computed tomography scan. 
Solid white arrow is perpendicular to the line of the central peg of the 
glenoid (dashed line). (b) Measurement of intended glenoid position 
on preoperative planning image for the same patient as in Figure 7a

b

a
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Glenoid component implantation is challenging and malposition 
is common due to inherent technical difficulties.

PSI systems are being shown to improve the accuracy of glenoid 
positioning and with time, it is expected that outcomes for 
patients will likewise be improved. Validation of the accuracy 
of such systems in live surgical cases is required to engender 
confidence in their routine use as a surgical tool, particularly 
during cases of glenoid bone deformity when standard guides 
cannot be used.

Early failure of anatomic replacement is frequently associated 
with glenoid loosening. This can result from inadequate 
component seating, eccentric loading, poor cementation 
or improper component orientation, particularly excessive 
residual retroversion.[28‑30] It has been noted that retroversion 
of >15° is associated with early prosthetic wear, instability, and 
failure.[31] Glenoid component malposition is linked to increased 
radiolucent lines and poor clinical performance.[19,32]

Reverse TSR function and range of motion are influenced 
by glenosphere position and angle. Deviations of the glenoid 
baseplate by 5 mm from the optimal position can reduce the 
range of motion.[13] Version error can lead to instability.[13] 
Inclination error can lead to failure from excessive superior 
tilt.[33,34] Sound initial fixation in solid bone is crucial to confer 
adequate stability to allow bony on‑growth and prevent early 
loosening.[35]

Glenoid malposition is noted to be common even in what 
would be considered straightforward cases. With standard 

instrumentation significant version and position error have 
been reported.[17,18] CT examination of implant position in cases 
performed by experienced shoulder surgeons has shown a high 
rate of version error and other faults.[16‑19]

The challenges faced in glenoid component implantation are 
multiple. The difficulty with exposure due to joint contracture, 
shortening, anatomical variation, and body habitus are well 
recognized. In the setting of bone erosion and deformity 
problems leading to inaccurate placement are compounded. 
Standard instruments cannot be used, and the ability to convert 
one’s intended glenoid position through manual examination 
of preoperative scans to an accurate reproduction of that 
position intra‑operatively is limited. There are few reliable bony 
landmarks to inform of the exact size and orientation of the 
residual glenoid vault.[36] In addition, the plane of the scapula 
from which to determine appropriate version and inclination 
cannot often be reliably appreciated. Extreme erosion requiring 
primary bone grafting can present an even greater reliance on 
exact positioning to optimize fixation in the best native bone 
available.

PSI can improve glenoid positioning while addressing many 
of the shortcomings of earlier navigation using reflective 
markers.[16‑18,20,37] Levy et al.[38] looked at the drill paths for the 
anticipated reverse baseplate position in cadaveric scapulae 
and showed a high degree of accuracy of the PSI system to 
reproduce the intended path planned preoperatively. Likewise, 
Throckmorton et al.[21] demonstrated improved accuracy using 
3D planning techniques coupled with a patient‑specific guide 
system compared to implantation with standard instruments in 

Table 3: Measured values of component version and inclination for all twenty cases and the calculated difference between 
planned and actual*
Type of 
arthoplasty

Planned version Actual version Absolute difference 
(version)

Planned inclination Actual inclination Absolute difference 
(inclination)

Reverse −2.8 −4.1 1.3 −3 −4.5 1.5
Reverse^ −1.9 −2.6 0.7 0 −1.6 1.6
Reverse −3 −2.9 0.1 −1.3 −0.1 1.2
Reverse −1.1 −1.2 0.1 −0.2 −2 1.8
Reverse^ −2.1 −1.4 0.7 2.9 1.2 1.7
Anatomic 5.1 6.5 1.4 −3 −5.7 2.7
Anatomic −5.4 −4.2 1.2 4.8 5.4 0.6
Anatomic 2.2 −1.5 3.7 −5.5 −4.4 1.1
Anatomic 2.5 3.3 0.8 −3.8 −4.6 0.8
Anatomic −5.8 1.5 7.3 2.3 1.5 0.8
Reverse −3.6 −4 0.4 −3.8 0.7 4.5
Anatomic 2.6 3.3 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.2
Reverse 3.2 7.2 4.0 2.1 3.3 1.2
Reverse −1.5 −2.6 1.1 −1.9 −3.4 1.5
Anatomic −3.8 −2.2 1.6 1.2 1.8 0.6
Anatomic −8.5 −3.6 4.9 −3.4 −4.4 1
Anatomic −16.6 −14.6 2.0 3.1 3.7 0.6
Reverse −4.5 −2 2.5 −4.4 −4.7 0.3
Anatomic −0.7 −0.9 0.2 2.8 4.3 1.5
Reverse −8.4 −6.8 1.6 3.6 2.6 1
*All values stated are in (°), ^Cases requiring glenoid grafting, Negative values for version indicate retroversion, positive values indicate anteversion. Negative values for inclination indicate 
inferior inclination and positive values superior inclination
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seventy cadavers. In a study using normal cadaver specimens 
by Walch et al.[39] the use of a PSI system resulted in faithful 
reproduction of the surgical plan when measuring guide pin 
position.

Additional sources of potential error, however, are introduced 
in the live surgical setting which may reduce the accuracy 
of these systems. The difficulty with access due to joint 
contracture, inadequate soft tissue release, and a smaller 
exposure may impede the straight passage of the initial drill 
and reamer. The intra‑operative guide may be seated on bone 
improperly if soft tissue clearance from the relevant region of 
the glenoid is compromised by bleeding or time constraints. 
Levels of deformity being addressed are generally greater.

Hendel et al.[22] compared the outcomes of glenoid positioning 
in anatomic TSR with and without the use of PSI in a 
randomized study of 31 cases. They demonstrated that PSI 
was significantly better than standard instruments, particularly 
with more severe deformity. Iannotti et al.[24] reported accurate 
reproduction of preoperative planning using a reusable 
patient‑specific instrument and also attested to the utility 
of 3D planning and templating as a tool even without the 
intra‑operative instrument. A study of 15 cases including both 
anatomic and reverse replacements by Throckmorton et al.[40] 
using postoperative CT measurement showed a deviation of 
4° from planned version and of 5° from planned inclination, 
with a starting position variation of 2 mm. They used computer 
scripts to measure differences from the “best‑fit” of pre‑ and 
post‑operative scapular reconstructions, rather than direct 
manual measurement of available images as performed in our 
study. It is not known whether one measurement technique 
confers an advantage over another. Heylen et al.[23] noted 
reduced variability in glenoid component inclination using PSI 
in an X‑ray based review. Trouilloud et al.[41] in five reverse 
arthroplasties and Suero et al.[37] in a series of ten TSRs showed 
good reproducibility of the preoperative surgical plan using 
CT‑based PSI systems.

Our study is a live surgical series of twenty cases including 
both anatomic and reverse replacement performed with PSI 
for the glenoid. Position on preoperative digital templating was 
compared to measurements made on postoperative CT scan of 
the same patient. For the whole group of twenty arthroplasties, 
we noted a mean deviation of 1.8° in version from what was 
planned, and 1.3° for inclination [Table 1]. Mean deviation 
of component position on the glenoid face was 0.5 mm and 
0.8 mm in the A‑P and S‑I directions, respectively [Table 2]. 
While as yet there is no clear industry benchmark to which 
these results can be compared, the absolute values are small and 
compare favorably with the few similar studies available in the 
published literature. The range of deviation was narrow with a 
single outlier of 7.3° in version, still at an acceptable level for 
live case surgery and considering also a potential contribution 
from measurement error. The deviations in position and angle 
noted were random and not confined to a single direction 

of error [Table 3]. No significant difference in accuracy of 
the system comparing anatomic to reverse replacement was 
observed. No other instruments were used to direct the 
initial pilot drill and no attempt to use other reference points 
intra‑operatively to reconsider the drill trajectory were made. 
Our results demonstrate a high degree of concordance between 
preoperative planning and the final implanted component 
position, reflecting the accuracy of the system studied in its 
ability to reproduce the surgical plan.

The PSI system studied was effective in correcting deformity of 
the arthritic glenoid. Most of the cases in our series exhibited 
a degree of anatomical deformity of varying severity and 
typically characterized by glenoid retroversion. Standard 
instrumentation designed for relatively normal anatomy is 
ineffective in these situations. The final version achieved in 
each of the twenty patients in our cohort is listed in Table 3, 
where version is measured with respect to the transverse axis 
of the scapula. Nineteen of the twenty cases had a measured 
final component version within 7° of neutral. The exception 
was of an anatomic replacement resting at 14.6° retroversion. 
This was planned preoperatively to be at 16.6° retroversion 
due to severe posterior erosion (22° retroverted) and need to 
avoid excessive high‑side reaming in that case. It was a glenoid 
poorly suited to a nonaugmented pegged glenoid component 
but highlights the advantage of using the accuracy of PSI to 
proceed in a marginal situation.

Cases of substantial bone loss with severe retroversion or other 
deformity treated with reverse arthroplasty and primary bone 
grafting are particularly challenging[42‑44] and it is in these cases 
where the use of PSI may be of greatest advantage. Erosion 
frequently occurs in both the transverse and coronal planes.[45] 
The system studied facilitated correction of orientation in 
these complex multiplanar deformities while achieving strong 
primary baseplate fixation. We noted the central screw of the 
reverse prosthesis could be reliably placed in the highest quality 
bone available at the medial end of the vault, along a line parallel 
to the scapular spine. This location has been shown to confer a 
high level of stability of fixation.[46] Finding this location by feel 
or by manual interpretation of CT scanning is unreliable while 
the start point on a deformed face is always hard to judge. It is 
of particular importance in cases requiring bone grafting that 
central screw fixation is optimized when a low percentage of 
native bony contact with the back of the baseplate exists. It is 
worthy of note that final component alignment in the two cases 
requiring bone grafting showed the same degree of accuracy 
as the nongrafted cases, both close to neutral version and with 
minimal deviation from preoperative plan [Table 3].

Historically, TSRs have enjoyed relatively good survivorship 
and functional outcomes.[1‑3,14] The extent of use therefore of a 
new technology comes into focus, and the issue may become 
one of how high the bar needs to be set with regards accuracy 
of component implantation. It has been demonstrated that the 
maximum benefit of PSI systems may be in cases of more severe 
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glenoid deformity.[22] On the other hand, a high incidence of 
glenoid positioning error is known to occur across all cases even 
in experienced hands,[19] a situation thus potentially improved by 
the use of PSI in every case rather than only selected ones. In our 
experience, it has become a routine to use it in all patients and 
adds a welcome degree of predictability in the surgical outcome 
even in less challenging cases. Costs of this technology may be 
recouped on a community basis if revision rates are lowered and 
patient function is higher, however this remains to be determined.

There is a learning curve with the use of any new technology. The 
3D templating software studied allows for complete user control 
with infinite adjustment possible in real‑time placing the onus on 
the operating surgeon to draw on an appropriate skillset during 
the planning phase. The principles of prosthetic reconstruction of 
the glenoid then need to be applied to the unfamiliar scenario of 
a computer generated image. Good surgical technique now needs 
to be good “virtual” surgical technique. There are some pitfalls 
at this planning stage such as the temptation to be over‑zealous 
during asymmetric reaming to correct retroversion when 
one would perhaps be more conservative in the live surgical 
scenario. There is also a tendency on screen to excessively tilt 
the reverse baseplate inferiorly at the cost of bone stock. An 
undersized anatomic glenoid component visually can appear 
acceptable on screen but in practice would not be ideal. A poorly 
planned procedure will be reproduced as such intra‑operatively, 
particularly as we have validated the ability of the system to 
accurately replicate that plan. Specific training in the use of the 
planning software is recommended before its use.

An advantage of PSI is the transfer of the process of planning 
glenoid component position from the operating theater to the 
office or home where there is no time constraint and here it can 
also serve as an effective educational tool. A detailed discussion 
about the decision‑making process regarding glenoid positioning 
can be held while the procedure is performed on screen, rather 
than in the operating theater.

With 3D preoperative planning deformity can be defined 
with greater precision. This alone improves the accuracy of 
implantation.[24] The need for grafting can be preempted with 
some certainty. Severe deformity requiring a custom prosthesis 
or precluding the use of a glenoid component at all can be 
determined ahead of time. We have shown that one may have 
confidence intra‑operatively that the custom guide will direct the 
initial drill to the preoperatively planned position and trajectory, 
removing delay and potential uncertainty during this phase of the 
operation. This reproducibility may be of even greater benefit 
for low volume shoulder arthroplasty surgeons. Ongoing clinical 
trials may ultimately be able to show an effect on prosthesis 
longevity and clinical function with the use of this technology.

CONCLUSION

PSI can reliably and accurately guide glenoid component 
implantation in anatomic and reverse shoulder replacement 

in vivo. The system can reliably correct deformity and enable 
glenoid placement in optimal orientation in all cases including 
where retroversion or other deformity is present.
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